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Magnetism ~s a collective phenomenon. One can visualize electronic devices operating based on a
single electron, having sizes on. the order of atomic dimensions, - magnetism needs at least about one
million magneuc atoms to be noticeable. And still, magneusm ~s based on the properties of single
electron,,~. Each electron is carD.’tng its own magneuc angular momentum S, a totally quantum-
mec "hamcal entity: the spin. Depending on the number of "magnetic electrons", different atoms carry
different magmtudes of magneuc momentum. In some elements (Fe, Co. Ni). compounds and alloys
the electromc spins interact, exchanging information about their direction via the Heisenberg
exchange interaction between spins Si and St:

F.o.-.J~.

where J characterizes the strength of the interaction. The result is the collective ordering of the spin
magnetic moments. Depending on the sxgn of the exchange interaction, there are several possibilities
for ordering of the electronic spins, as illustrated in Fig. 1: parallel ordering of the spins of an
elemental magneuc metal, like =ron g~ve., rise to ferromagnetism (Fig la) -with a permanent
macrosc~,p=c magnet=c moment M>O In the everyday language this kind of symmetry is called
"ttut.t, nt’tt~tn". However. Nature t,, much more creatwe: there is a possibility for antiparallei ordering,
w=th a rc.,ultmg zero total magneuzation M=0. Th=s is the case of antiferromagnetism (Fig. lb).
If a maten,tl t alloy, compound I has more than one kind of magnetic constituents, they might order
an~fferromagne~cally, and the re.,ultmg magnetic symmetry ts the ferrimagnetism (Fig. lc).

a  d

Figure I Magnetic ordering: a -f!’rromagnettt. b - antiferromagnetic, c - ferrimagnetic.
d - hehmttgnetw fthe orrow$ rcpre.~cnt th; mu.gnctic moments of the atoms in a hypothetic
elementary cO’sial latttce l.
The type of the symmetry, the order m the arrangement of the individual spin magnetic moments is
determined by the cr).~t’,d symmetry of the gwen magneuc material. The interaction of spins with the
internal cryst’,dlme field’, creates the rnagnetocrystalhne amsotropy energy, determining the directions
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illustrated on the case of the most s~mple domain structure of a magnetically unJaxial (however,
crystallographJcally cubic) thin sm~ie crysmlhne film of a magnetic garnet crystal (based on YIG:
Y31=%O1~_, thickness=SH m, A=3x I 0"v erg/cm, K=-2x 1 06 erg/cm"~, Me= I 0 G). The microphotographs
are taken in polarized light, and the contrast is based on the interaction of polarized light with
magnetic materials (Faraday effect). The average periodicity of the pattern is 10 pln. The black and
white contrasts correspond to the "up" and "down"d~rections of the magnetization m the individual
domains.

Fig. 2. illustrates the demagnettzed state of the crystal, i.e. the M---0 in H--0 state. Even in this simple
case, there are numerous possibJltt~es to get zero magnetization, i.e. equal area of black and white
stripes.

Figure 2 Various equilibrium
demagnetized     magnetic
domain structures (g=o in
H=O) of an epitaxial YIG
garnet film in polarized light

Appt.vtng a magnetic field to tht,, magnettc garnet, the energy of the system changes and the domain
.~tructurc wdl change, according to the new state of equilibrium. Depending on the magnitude,
h¢~m¢~gcnc~t.v and frequency of the apphed magnetic field, we can observe the "bubble" domaans.
shown ~n F~.~.3a. or ~n a m~crowave magnetic field the circular domains of Fig. 3b.

Figure 3 Circular "bubble
domains" in an applied dc
magnetic field (a), circle
domains in a microwave field

The ep~taxtal garnet c ,r~tals are among the most perfect single crystals ever made. They are applied
~n several h~gh technology devxes and sen~ors, equipments for optical and microwave
communication, control and rr,’.-,,,urements. The pc-rfect~on of the crystals is reflected in the domain
pattern,, tff Ftg.2. These crystal,, ~e grown ep~tax~ally on (111) oriented substrates. According to
ttu.~ dtrcctton, there t,, a 3-fold an~,,otropy m the plane of the crystal. The magnetic domain structure
t,, a ~nsJt~ve detector of the.,, ant,~tropy..’,,, tt ts illustrated in Fig. 4. Starting from demagnetized state
(a). then appl~ang a magncttc field, the 3-1old symmetry of the (111) plane of the crystal is r~vealed.
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of the magnetic moments (sin # I with respect to the crystal axes:

wher~ K ,s a quamum-rmchamcal constant of spatial anisotropy. A delicate balance of other possible
interactions (thermal. elastic, magnetoelasuc, electromagnetic, etc) results in a wide variety of
symmetry patterns in the arrangement of the magneuc moments of individual atoms in the solid. The
magnetic moments of the rare earth metals show the most astonishing variety of the magneuc
symmetry: the spiral, hehco~dal, non-colhnear symmetry of the magnetic structure (Fig. 1.d).

The observable magnetic symmetry is always a state of minimum energy, i.e. it is the state of
equihbnum. Any change m the parameters of the system (temperature, stress, electromagnetic fields,
etcl wdl change this magneuc order. The equilibrium state as a manifestauon of the principle of the
minimal energy ~s a general property of matter, it ~s the basis for stability. Magnetism is not an
cxclu,,~on from tht,, pnnc~plc. The eqmhbnum state possesse.,, a certain symmetry, as illustrated in
Ftg. 1. However. th~s pnnciple governs not only the symmetry on the level of the arrangement of
atomic magneuc moments, tt also determines the magnetic symmetry of macroscopic bodies.

The principle of the mmtmum of the total energy of a magnetic body of finite dimensions would
requtre that m the absence of any externally apphed magnetic field, H, the total magnetization should
be zero. In the case of a ferromagnet lot a coil,near ferrimagnet) this seems to contradict to the
symmetr3 Ixt.,,ed on the paral~:l arrangement of magneuc momenta. However, the principle can be still
sat~,,ficd, if not on the atomic "tntcros(’opic". but on a h~gher "mezoscopic"levelj.

The dl,,tnbutmn of the magncttc moments m a macroscopic cry. sial is the result.of the compromise
between the parallel arrangement of spins, reqmred by the exchange interaction and the requirement
of zero n~gnettzat~on m zero applx:d magnetic field. The result is that the total magnetization breaks
down mtt~ ,,mailer area.,,, each of these areas. - called magnetic domains -. has all the magnetic
moments ordered ferromagnet~c’all.v mstde the domain. At the same time, the total magentizations of
ind,v,dual dom:uns po,nt m d~fferent d~rection, re.,,ultmg in a zero average magnetization. The
magneuc domatn struclur¢ - Ihe mezoscop~c level magnetic symmetry - depends on the microscopic
materml parameters lelectron ,,tincture of the atom.,,, exchange and anisotropy energies, crystal
structurel, determined by quantum rrcchan~cal pnnc~ple.~, but ~t depends on the size and shape of the
magnetic material too. provtdmg an mtere,,tm~cxample of the unity of quantum and macroscopic
propert~e,,. These equ,hbnum magneuc ,,tractate,. can he calculated from the Hamiltoman of the
system ~.¢. by rruntrrazmg the total tree encrgyl. However. the integral-differential equations, leading
to the domain ,;fracture. do not have a tn\’~al or ,,,mple solution in most of the cases. For a three-
dtmcn,,mnal body the analytical .,,olutmn =,, generally not available. For thin magnetic films with
relat=vely ,,=topic propentes, the anal~atcal ,,olutmn =.~ feasible and it is m good agreement with the
symmetry of the observed domain struclurc’,.

In the followmg, the rich variety of the po,,,,=blc solutions to the energy m~nimizatzon problem will be

In fact. the me:oscop~c level ~’, the one. which should be called microscopic, because it is
ob,,crvable under a mtcrt),,COl~
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However, this symmetry is not perfect, indicating that the substrate is inclined with respect to the
[111] surface normal.

Figure 4    Demagnetized
domain structure (a ) and
domain structure in applied
magnettc field (b) of a garnet
film on a mtsoriented (111)
substrate

In a maten’,d with non-uniform properties, crystalhne or other defects, the energy of the system will
be non-uniform too. There are Ioc’,d rmmma of the energy, and the symmetry of the magnetic domains
follows the path of the minimum energy. This is the basis of the application of these materials in
defecto.,,copy. In a specimen w)th strong spatial inhomogemty and nonregularity of the properties,
several kinds of domains may coexist, as shown m Fig.5.

Figure 5 Coexisting strtpe and huhhh, domam.~ tn non-uniform materials.
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